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iCON-10

AP0202 Synchronised Press brake: Operator’s Manual

Introduction
This iCON - identified as Application No. AP0202 has been specifically designed to control a Synchronised
Press brake Y1, Y2 with an integral X1 and X2 option with R and C and S axes options.
Your iCON controller has been customized to suit your physical pressbrake configuration by the
commissioning technician. (Refer Commissioning Technical Manual)
To custom prepare the iCON to operate your pressbrake requires input of both the absolute calibration
measurement and the details of each die block and top tool to be used. Commissioning engineer to set
TOD (Top of Die) or Tooling mode of operation. Once this option is set it will apply to all calibrate
functions for each job. .
Once these details are in place, you can input the details of the pressbrake jobs to be programmed into
the iCON memory. The iCON memory can store up to 1000 jobs of up to 20 bends or steps per job and
this memory is battery backed. Jobs can be further backed up into a permanent “flash” memory.
When a Job is selected and in automatic operation, iCON will cause each bend in the job to be executed
in sequence. At the end of the sequence (nominated as a step with ANGLE = 0.0 degrees), the job will be
reset to start at step number 1 and the quantity count will be incremented.
The selecting of TOD mode or TOOLING mode can be made at the “Controller Settings” parameter. TOD
(Top of Die) ignores the inbuilt tooling files and uses the nut position dimension when the tip of the top
tool is touching the top of the die block as the calibrated reference position for the bending calculations
(See Y axis calibrate screen). When set to use the TOOLING FILES, iCON will use the tooling dimensions
to calculate the nut position dimension which would set the tip of the current top tool to be touching
the top of the current die block.

Definitions
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Reference for Dimensions for Calibration
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Axes Basics
Y Axis
The vertical axis on the press brake is nominated as “Y”. The position readout on the iCON controller
shows the position of the tip of the top tool in millimeters (MM) from the most retracted position of
the TOS (top of stoke). Thus this dimension increases as the tool moves downwards.
Bend angles can be set in either degrees (included angle) or in millimeters, using direct editing of the
Bottom Limit.

X Axis
The horizontal axis on the press brake is nominated as “X”. The position readout on the iCON shows
the finger position of the back-gauge with respect to the calibrated position. The calibrated position
is usually the center of the tip of the top tool. The iCON readout will increase as the gauge moves
away from the tooling.
Each bend in a job can have a gauge position assigned to it. Back-gauge retract functions and backgauge delay functions can be tagged to each step in the bend sequence.
Note: Retract function is not available on some machine tools.

R and C and S Axes
R, S (pressure) and C (crowning) axes are available with iCON

Customising iCON to work with your Pressbrake
To ensure that iCON works precisely, it is important to confirm a key aspect of your pressbrake: the
relative calibration measurement or Top of Die Block (TOD) (See diagram, p.3)

The Y axis Calibration Measurement (TOD) – See page 3 and page 6
The TOP OF DIE (TOD) calibration measurement is the distance measured from 0.00mm (at or above the
TOS) when the tip of the top tool is touching the top of the die block along its full length. This dimension
is known as TOD.

Tooling
To program the X and Y axes to bend to the required angle, the iCON needs to know what tooling is to
be used, the thickness of the material and – of course – the required angle. iCON also needs to calculate
the penetration of the tool into the “V” die block.
Hence, the “V” width of the die block must be recorded in the Job file.

The No. and Type of Die Blocks and Punches
To program the X and Y axes to bend to the required angle, the iCON needs to know what tooling is to
be used the thickness of the material and – of course – the required angle. With this information, iCON
will calculate the penetration of the tool into the “V” die block.
Hence, the height and “V” width of each die block and the height of each top tool must be recorded in
the TOOLS file. (See p.16). The TOOLS file allows for up to 30 die blocks and 30 punches to be listed.
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Explanation of Key iCON Screens
START Screen:

This screen appears when iCON is powered.
“ABOUT” shows system information and software revisonm level
“GO” calls MAIN MENU for job selection and editing.
“Y CAL” calls Y axis jog screen to show calibrate and set up functions.
Selects language.

Screen Colour “Coding”
Screen fields and items used in the iCON system are colour coded. This is very helpful for an operator
to understand the finer points of the controller operation.
Data Fields text.
 YELLOW:
General iCON data. Showing present positions and conditions of the control.
 BLUE:
A data variable which is set by iCON calculations and has not yet been edited.
 GREEN:
A data value input by the operator. A BLUE value edited.
 RED:
A value in error. Machine tool action will be limited.
Note boundaries and the text on the action button show the colour normal (not edited).
Button Colours:



GREEN:
BLUE:

Action
Navigation / data entry

Thus if a value is a different colour than its boundary then a manual edit has occurred.
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MAIN MENU Screen:

1. Selects the last JOB run to be the current JOB.
2. Requests the name of the job number of the desired job to become the current JOB.
3. Selects the Y AXIS CALIBRATE screen.
4. Selects the X AXIS CALIBRATE screen.
5. Returns to last screen.
6. Selects the MAINTENCE MENU.
7. Selects the TOOLING MENU.
8. Shows the graphic for the current part.
9. Name the current job.
10. Select the next blank job to become the current job.
11. Real time clock. When GREEN indicates valid password is current.
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1.

Selects HISTORY data.

2.

Requests PASSWORD ………to see the settings and parameters for this iCON.

3.

Finds a JOB by number or by name.

4.

Special application programs as they become available.

5.

Returns to last screen.

6.

Set the current time and date.

7.

Selects the LANGUAGE.

8. Set the password to allow access to maintenance areas and clear the password when
finished. The password will automatically clear after 1 hour.
9.

Selects more testing functions for technician.

10. Selects the BACKUP and RESTORE MENU.
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CALIBRATION and JOGGING Screen Y AXIS

Jogging controls for the press brake
This Y is moved by Jogging EACH axis Y1 or Y2 individually by using the “MOVE Y1” or “MOVE Y2” ;
or move both using the “MOVE BOTH”. When these keys are active the machine can be moved by
the UP and DOWN footswitches. Velocity of movement see item 4.
1. Display TOD dimension. See page 3 for Top of Die dimension.
2. Select this and the up and down footswitches JOG Y1 side only.
3. Select this and BOTH Y1 and Y2 will be JOG by the footswitches.
4. Sets the velocity of the jogging moves.
5. Select this and the footswitches move the Y2 axis only.
6. Allows manual calibrate mode (setting the TOD manually) See below.
7. Causes an AUTO CALIBRATE at the INDEX pulses to occur. The TOD is calculated by iCON
from the Tooling files.
“AUTO CAL” The motion of auto calibrate can be up or down (see setups). Set the top beam close to
the location the index pulse location. (below for UP calibrate direction and above for DN calibrate
direction).
Once the AUTO CAL key is pressed, the beam will move towards its reference markers (index) at the
calibrate feed rate (see setup). To calibrate DN the DN footswitch will be required to be pressed. On
receiving the reference marks for each Y axis, the measured dimensions (see steups) will be used to
set the Y1 and the Y2 current positions. The beam will stop on seeing the index pulses but may run
on so the actual values shown may be slightly different to take this into account. Thus the new
position of the Y axis is now displayed.
TOD=SPAN(Y1 )+ EMPTY GAP(G4 )- Die Height - Punch height. Thus as the tooling changes so does
the TOD value. See definition Empty Gap G4 in commissioning manual.
This procedure should be executed every time the iCON is powered up. It will cause the beam to be
leveled.
Generally, the ‘AUTOCAL’ procedure is preferred. However, for ‘AUTOCAL’ operate, correct tooling
files for punch and dies must be present with tools selected for the job to be run.
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Manual CALIBRATE Options

“MANUAL CAL” Use of this function is ONLY valid when the tip of the top tool is placed onto the top
of the die block in a leveled condition. On pressing this command, the TOD is taken as the Y1 present
position and the Y2 is made equal to Y1. Henceforth, iCON will use this dimension as its reference.
‘MANUAL CAL” erases ‘AUTOCAL’.
“Y1 = Y2” Assigns Y1 dimension to Y2. This causes the tool to lose reference to markers (index) and
to follow present positions as level. But without any reference to the actual machine, it may in fact
be tapered to the machine tool itself.
“ENT Y” Allows operator entry of the Y1 and Y2 present positions.
“ENT TOD” Allow the operator to enter the top of die dimension.
Note that at times if the beam is at its top of stroke and one side tends to slowly fall ( eg. 0.1mm every
10 secs.) then if the iCON is in automatic mode and when the taper exceeds Max Taper the icon will
cause that lower side to be lifted automatically as required.
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STARTING A NEW JOB

This screen presents when a NEW JOB is requested. A job number is automatically assigned by iCON.
The operator can select to start a new job in three ways:
a. “Template” to make a start on the job.
b. “Blank” job into which operator can enter angles and gauge dimensions manually.
c. “Custom” job which allows a graphic of the part to be described and drawn.
Once a selection is made the part can be edited to changing angles and the lengths. iCON will
automatically account for the material bend allowances as the lengths and angles are changed. The
job data is saved into a job data base in a format that can be run by the machine tool.
All material lengths entered are the long “outside to outside” dimensions of the final product.
1. Select a Blank Job for manual editing of the part parameters.
2. Select a Custom Job for graphic editing
3. “L” represents a single bend job.
4. “C” is a two bend job with both bends on the same side of the sheet.
5. “Z” is a two bend job with each bend on different sides of the sheet.
6. “[ ]” is a three bend job with all bends on the same side of the sheet.
7. Assign the selected template to a job number.
8. Decrement (reduce by 1) the current Job number.
9. Increment increase by 1) the current Job Number.
10.Display the current Job number.
11.Displays the graphic for the part.
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STARTING A NEW JOB WITH “Template”
The edit screen will show: see “Edit Selected Job” page 13.

STARTING A NEW JOB WITH “Blank Job”

This screen presents when a NEW Blank JOB is requested. From this screen the parameters of the
Job which will make the part can be set. Once this option is used the graphic of the part will not be
displayed. For the graphic to work select from the “Template” or the “Custom” modes of starting a
new job.
1. Selects the die block to be used.
2. Displays the Die block and the Punch number for this job.
3. Edits a selected die block. Or Edits the Punch selected.
4. Selects the Punch to be used.
5. Inputs the material thickness.
6. Input assessment of the tonnage required. This works froom0% to 100%.
7. Input dwell time. Set from 0.2seconds.
8. Displays the Job Number assigned by iCON. Name can also be assigned from the MAIN
MENU “Name Job” key. Touching the black area under job name and number will
return to the manual Job screen.
9. The step of the part to be made or edited. Step 1 in this case.
10.Touch the “angle” field to edit the angle value.
11.Touch the Correction field to add a correction to the angle in +/-90.0 degrees.
12.Touch the field to edit the back gauge set point.
13.Select the step to run the job from.
14.Touch this area to select the edit job screen.
15.Touch this area to edit each step in more detail.
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Starting a NEW JOB as “Custom Section”

This screen presents after a Custom Section has been selected from the templates screen. Angles
and Lengths can be changed.
Editing rules: All material LENGTHS entered are the long “outside to outside” dimensions of the
final product. All ANGLES entered are the included angle.
Angles are +ve and –ve. +ve angle = left or bend down –ve angle =right or bend up.
When drawing a part enter length first and then the angle. Continue until the part is complete
and the press “EN” key on the data keyboard to exit the process.
1.

Select the DIE to used for this job.

2.

Select the PUNCH to be used for this job.

3.

Enter the Material thickness in xx.xxmm. Or imperial as x.xxx”.

4.

Enter the desired tonnage as a % of full machine tonnage for this job.

5.

Enter the dwell time. The delay at the end of bend before upstroke.

6.

Edit tooling file data.

7.

Return to the template select screen.

8.

Start editing at ANGLE A1.

9.

Start editing at Length L2.

10.Displays the calculated developed length of the part.
11.Red dot indicates reference start end of the part sheet.
12.Change the BEND ORDER.
13.Change the X axis (backgauge) actions as desired.
14.-90 degrees to the right. When looking along the line away from the start (red dot).
15.+90 degrees to the left. When looking along the line away from the start (red dot).
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EDIT SELECTED JOB

This screen presents after a template has been selected. Angles and Lengths can be changed.
All material LENGTHS entered are the long “outside to outside” dimensions of the final product.
All ANGLES entered are the included angle.
1.

Select the DIE for this job.

2.

Select the PUNCH for this job.

3.

Enter the Material thickness in xx.xxmm. Or imperial as x.xxx”.

4.

Enter the desired tonnage as a % of full machine tonnage for this job.

5.

Enter the dwell time. The delay at the end of bend before upstroke.

6.

Edit tooling file data.

7.

Return to the template select screen.

8.

Edit ANGLE A1.

9.

Edit ANGLE A2.

10. Edit LENGTH L1
11. Edit LENGTH L2.
12.Edit LENGTH L3.
13.Displays the calculated developed length of the part.
14.Red dot indicates reference end to the sheet. A2 displays the value of ANGLE 3. L3
displays the value of LENGTH 3. Note that the length shown are the desired end
product lengths as measured outside to outside. The iCON will re calculate these
lengths accounting for the bend allowances in each case and then compute the
DEVELOPED length as displayed.
15.Change the BEND ORDER.
16.Change the X axis (backgauge) actions as desired.
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RESETTING BEND ORDER of selected JOB

This screen presents after selecting “BENDS” in the Job edit screen. In this example the bend order
is set by the iCON template as A1 then A2. The operator can change this sequence by using the keys
3 and 4 shown above. To set A2 to bend first press the up arrow key for A2. This will cause the A2
bend number to move up in the list.

1.

Select the ANGLE NUMBER A1 to change sequence in the list.

2.

Select the ANGLE NUMBER A2 to change sequence in the list.

3.

Move selection up or down in the bend order.

4.

Move selection up or down in the bend order.

5.

Return to the ANGLES edit screen.

6.

Return to the X axis or backgauge edit screen.
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RESETTING X sequence and options

This screen presents after selecting “GAUGE” in the other edit screens. In this example the gauge
finger is set to G4 gauge position. This can be changed as required for the job. In combination with
the other gauge options such as “FLIP” “ROTATE” “RETRACT” and “HOLD” the gauge can be
customized for any particular bend requirement. Changes made in this edit screen will as with the
other edit screens will be reflected in the job as it is run.
1.

Select the STEP or BEND to be edited.

2. Displays the STEP number being edited.
3. Graphic of the part before the bend is made in gray. Shows the part position after the
bend in white.
4. Show the position of the gauge finger. For this step.
5. Green Triangle shows other possible gauge positions which may be selected.
6.

Arrow to select the gauging position in >direction.

7. Arrow to select the gauging position in < direction.
8.

UP arrow key decrements the BEND STEP.

9. DN arrow key increments the BEND STEP.
10. Sets the “FLIP” flag. The material is bent with the underside up.
11. Sets the “ROTATE” flag. The material is gauged from the other end.
12. Sets the “RETRACT” flag. When set causes the gage to retract back to the RTC
dimension when the tip of the top tool just contacts the material during the bend.
NOTE: In some cases special dedicated switch may be used to signal to iCON that pinch
pint is reached.
13. Sets the “HOLD” flag. Causes the X to stay in position until the UP footswitch it tapped.
14. Displays the current gauging point for this step.
15. Set the X RETRACT distance.
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Changing X in Step 2

This screen shows the next step (step 2) for the part. Notice that the part has been flipped and then
presents G3 to gauge finger. The “RETRACT” flag is set such that when the pinch point is reached the
gauge will retract by 100mm allowing the down flange to pass upwards without clashing with the
gauging finger.
1. Select the STEP now set at STEP 2.
2. The material has been flipped to bend on the other side.
3. X will be retracted 100mm backwards.
4.

Enter the bend allowance “K” factor. This factor is used to determine the position of
the average bend line through the material It is usually set at 0.0 or 0.3.how the position
of the gauge finger. For this step.

5. RTC (retract) Enter the desire displacement to retract backwards.
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JOB Screen

1. Select STEP number. Up to 20 steps per JOB.
2. Edit the BEND ANGLE for this step.
3. Enter the ANGLE CORRECTION in degrees. +/-xx.x degrees. –ve decreases the bend angle. A +ve
correction value increases the bend angle.
4. Edit the calculated X dimension.
5. The bold row highlights the current step to run on the mahcine.
6. Show the next step in line to run on the mahcine.
7. Can show up to 3 steps in sequence and then increments as more steps are in operation.
8. Backgauge options set for this step.
R =RETRACT flag set.
F = FLIP flag set
R = ROTATE flag set.
H = HOLD flag set.
9. Decrements to the previuos step and simulates the aspects of that bend.
10.Increments to the next step and simulates aspects of theat bend.
11.Returns to EDIT JOB screens
12.Enter / Display the QUANTITY count UP Counter. Can be cleared or preset. In this case every
second bend this count will increment.
13.“GO” executes and runs the job. The machine will positon itself ready for the next press on the
down footswitch. X, R and C axes will position to the set points displayed for that step.
14.Mini simulation screen. Press “+” to zoom up and /or edit.
15.Mini part picture screen. Press “+” to zoom up and / or edit.
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EDITING on the JOB Screen

1. Enter the ANGLE CORRECTION in degrees. +/-xx.x degrees. –ve decreases the bend angle. A +ve
correction value increases the bend angle.
2. Edit the X axis dimension. Notice it has changed colour to Green from Blue.

1. Enter Y axes FAST travel distance from SLOW upwards.
2. Enter Y axes SLOW speed change point in the downstroke.
3. Calculated set point for the Y1 (LHS) bottom limit. Can be edited by the operator.
4. Calculated set point for the Y2 (RHS) bottom limit. Can be edited by the operator.
5. Go to JOB run screen.
6. Decrement the step number to edit.
7. Increment the step number to edit.
8. Angle programmed
9. X axis calculated by iCON as required to produce the part.
10.Shows action; FLIP, ROTATE.
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Simulating a job after editing

Bend 1: Flip the material and
gauge to position G6.

Bend 2: Flip the material and
gauge to position G5.

Bend 3: Gauge to position G5
and set retract to 50mm.

Bend 4: Flip the material and
gauge to position G5 and set
retract to 50mm.
To complete the part.
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Running the JOB in AUTO

1. The bend step to currently run.
2. The next step to run.
3. The next step +1 in this case step 2 will run after step 1.
4. Present positions of each axis.
5. Message area
6. Quantity of parts made. Increments at the last step for the job. In this case step 2.
7. Set the machine to run in AUTMATIC mode from the footswitch.
8. Increment or decement the step number.
9. Mini graphic. Press “+” to run with big graphic.
10. The calculated Y axis set points (y1 and Y2) for this step 2. If it is shown in RED an error will
inhibit the control from acting. If in Green then this field has been manually edited by the
operator.
11. As above but for step 1.
12. Mm/deg. An approximate value. Penetration depth in mm giving degree of bend. In this case
1mm= 0.16 degrees of bend.
13. The current top of die position. The value that the controller reads when the tip of the top
tool touches the top of the die block.
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Tooling Files
Punches

Select the Punch numer to edit. 1-30.
Displays the Punch height.
Displays the tip radius of the tip of the top tool.
Note green real time display time = valid password isactive.

Die Blocks

. Select the Die block to edit. 1-30
2. Enter the width of the “V”.
3. Enter the height of the Die Block.
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X AXIS JOG Screen

This screen is accessed from the MAIN MENU “ X AXIS” or the quick key at the RHS of the screen.
The X axis (page 1) can be moved manually to a position or the GOTO function can be used to move
to a dimension.
1. Displays the current position of the X axis with respect to the tip of the top tool.
2. Jogs the gauge forward at the set federate.
3. Sets the federate of the X axis 0-100%
4. Absolute Calibration. Enter the current dimension of the X axis. GOTO. Will cause the X
axis to be positioned at the entered dimension. This is the usual method of calibrating
the X axis.
5. GOTO. Will cause the X axis to be positioned at the entered dimension.
6. Jogs the gage back at the set federate.

HISTORY Screen

Indicates the time running hours since last cleared.
Indicates the “BENDS “ since last cleared..
Indicates the ”PARTS “ manufactured since last cleared.
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NAMING A JOB

Use the keyboard to edit or name a job.
Veiw the part selected.

1. Developed legth calculation for the blank part.
2. Graphic of the part to be made in this job. (job number 4).
3. SET a new job number to search from or CLEAR this job or COPY this job.
4. Decrement the job number and show its graphic.
5. Increment the Job number and show its graphic.
6. Find a job by alpha numeric desriptor.
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LINE BENDING: When LINE BENDING is set to ON for the job the Y axis will stop at a preset distance from
the material. This is usually set at about 1mm and allows final line up when bending to a line.
TRAP: When set to ON for a job will cause the Y axis to hold at the end of bend until the UP footswitch
is tapped.
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